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Co-founder & chief security officer of Taurus SA


● Swiss firm founded in 2018, team of 35+

● Crypto custody technology and infrastructure , FINMA licensed 

● Taurus used by all types of banks and financial institutions


 

https://taurushq.com   https://t-dx.com 


Expert in cryptography and security


● 15 years in crypto and security, EPFL PhD 

● Designed algorithms used in Linux, Bitcoin, etc.

● Author of reference books in the field 

https://aumasson.jp. https://twitter.com/veorq     

https://taurushq.com
https://t-dx.com
https://aumasson.jp
https://twitter.com/veorq
https://taurushq.com
https://t-dx.com
https://aumasson.jp
https://twitter.com/veorq


Prerequisites
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Why Quantum Computers?
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Not to Break Crypto..
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But (Initially) to Simulate Quantum Physics
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Qubits Instead of Bits
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α |0⟩ + β |1⟩

0 with probability | α |2 

1 with probability | β |2 

ObservationSuperposition state

α, β  are"probabilities" called amplitudes 
(can be complex, and negative numbers) 



Qubits Instead of Bits
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α |0⟩ + β |1⟩

0 with probability | α |2 

1 with probability | β |2 

Real randomness!

Once observed, a qubit stays 0 or 1 forever


Generalizes to more than 2 states: "qutrits", “qubytes", etc.


ObservationSuperposition state

α, β  are"probabilities" called amplitudes 
(can be complex, and negative numbers) 



How Quantum Algorithms Work 
Circuit of quantum gates, transforming a quantum state, ending with an observation


Can be simulated with high-school linear algebra, but does no scale!


• Quantum state = simulated as a vector of 2N amplitudes for N qubits

• Quantum gates = simulated any matrix multiplications, with O(23N) complexity 
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Quantum Speedup
When quantum computers can solve a problem faster than classical computers


Most interesting: Superpolynomial quantum speedup (“exponential" boost)


List of problems on the Quantum Zoo: http://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/ 
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http://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/
http://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/


Quantum Parallelism
Quantum computers “work" on all values simultaneously, via superposition


But they cannot “try every answer in parallel and pick the best” 


You can only observe one “value” that results from the interference of all, through a 
projection from the Hilbert space (where qubits “live") to some basis 
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NP-complete Problems
• Solution hard to find, but easy to verify

• Constraint satisfaction problems (SAT, TSP, knapsacks, etc.)

• Sometimes used in crypto (lattice problems in post-quantum schemes)


Can’t be solved faster with quantum computers!


                               NP is not in BQP (most likely!)


BQP = bounded-error quantum polynomial time, what QC can solve efficiently
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NP-Complete 
(hard)

BQP (quantum-easy)


P (classical-easy)



Quantum Supremacy?
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Recommended Reading
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Impact on Cryptography
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Shor’s Quantum Algorithm (1994)
Polynomial-time algorithm for the following problems:


• Computes p given n = pq               → RSA dead


• Computes d given y = xd mod p     → ECC/DH dead 

Practically impossible on a classical machine


#QuantumSpeedup
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How Bad for Crypto?
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Bad: Key agreement (Diffie-Hellman, ECDH, etc.) 
- Partially mitigated by secret internal states and reseeding 
- Applications: TLS, end-to-end messaging

Disaster: Encryption (RSA encryption, ECIES, etc.) 
Encrypted messages compromised forever 
Applications: Key encapsulation, secure enclaves

Annoying: Signatures (ECDSA, Ed25519, etc.) 
- Can be reissued with a post-quantum algorithm 
- Applications: Bitcoin, secure boot 



How Many Qubits
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In today's QC Hopes for the next 5 years Needed to break crypto
Log scale
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In today's QC Hopes for the next 5 years Needed to break crypto
Linear scale

How Many Qubits
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PS: “and beyond” might be in a long time, if ever :)

Quantum Computers Today



Is D-Wave a Threat to Crypto? 

No, because it’s not even quantum computing 

• Quantum version of simulated annealing, with no evidence of quantum speed-up

• Dedicated hardware for specific optimization problems


• Can’t run Shor, so can’t break crypto.  ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 
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Speculative Estimates…
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“Predicting” quantum computers is a Bayesian game; too little information to 
make reliable guesses (10 scientists = 12 different predictions)

Speculative estimates…
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When it Looks too Good to be True..
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When it Looks too Good to be True..
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Quantum Search
Grover’s algorithm (1996) 

Searches in N items in √N queries!


AES-128 broken in √(2128) = 264 operations? 

Caveats behind this simplistic view:


• Constant factor in O(√N) may be huge


• Doesn’t easily parallelise, as classical search does
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Quantum-Searching AES Keys

If gates are the size of a hydrogen atom (12pm) this depth is the diameter of the 
solar system (~1013m), yet less than 5 grams


No doubt more efficient circuits will be designed…
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1512.04965v1.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1512.04965v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1512.04965v1.pdf


Eliminating the Problem: 256-bit Keys
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Aka quantum-safe, quantum-resilient


• Must not rely on factoring or discrete log problems

• Must be well-understood with respect to quantum

Defeating Quantum Algorithms



Why Bother?
Insurance against QC threat:


• “QC has a probability p work in year X and the impact would be $N for us”


• “I’d like to eliminate this risk and I’m ready to spend $M for it”


Supposedly the motivation of USG/NSA:


"we anticipate a need to shift to quantum-resistant cryptography in the near 
future.”   — NSA in CNSS advisory 02-2015 
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https://media.defense.gov/2021/Aug/04/2002821837/-1/-1/1/Quantum_FAQs_20210804.pdf 

NSA’s Take (Aug 2021)
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https://media.defense.gov/2021/Aug/04/2002821837/-1/-1/1/Quantum_FAQs_20210804.pdf
https://media.defense.gov/2021/Aug/04/2002821837/-1/-1/1/Quantum_FAQs_20210804.pdf


“Hey NIST we Need Crypto Standards”
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Submission of post-quantum algorithms for:
- Signature
- Encryption and key agreement, via  

key encapsulation mechanisms (KEM)



The Five Families 
• Based on coding theory (McEliece, Niederreiter):


- Solid foundations from the late 1970s, large keys, encryption only


• Based on multivariate polynomials evaluation

- Based on multivariate equations’ hardness, mostly for signatures


• Based on hash functions and tree-based constructions

- Ideas from the 70s, as secure as the hash, large keys,  signature only


• Based on elliptic curve isogenies

- More recent problem, relatively slow, Diffie-Hellman-like key agreement


• Based on lattice problems… 
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Lattice-Based Crypto: Intuition
Based on problems such as learning with errors (LWE): 


• S a secret vector of numbers modulo q 

• Receive pairs (A, B) 
- A = (A0, …, An-1) is a vector of uniformly random numbers

- B = <S, A> + E , a vector of Bi =  Si*Ai + Ei

- E = (E0, …, En-1) is an unknown vector or normal-random numbers


Attacker goal: find S given many pairs (A, B)


Without E: trivial (linear systems of equations)


With E: NP-hard
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Lattice-Based Crypto: Future Standards
The best balance between performance and security assurance


Heated discussions about their relative merits, and speculative theories..
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See analyses at https://ntruprime.cr.yp.to/warnings.html 

https://ntruprime.cr.yp.to/warnings.html
https://ntruprime.cr.yp.to/warnings.html


Hash-Based Crypto: Intuition
“One-time signatures”, Lamport, 1979:


1. Generate a key pair

- Pick random strings K0 and K1 (your private key)

- The public key is the two values H(K0), H(K1)


2. To sign the bit 0, show K0, to sign 1 show K1


Problems


• Need as many keys as there are bits

• A key can only be used once

• Solution: more hashing, and trees!
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Hash Crypto: Sign More than 0 and 1
Winternitz, 1979:


1. Public key is H(H(H(H(…. (K)…)) = Hw(K). (w times)


2. To sign a number x in [0; w – 1], compute S=Hx(K)


Verification: check that Hw-x(S) = public key


A key must still be used only once
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Hash Crypto: From One-Time to Many-Time
“Compress" a list of one-time keys using a hash tree
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K1

H(K1)

K2

H(K2)

K3

H(K3)

K4

H(K4)

H( H(K1) || H(K2) ) H( H(K3) || H(K4) )

H( H( H(K1) || H(K2) ) || H( H(K3) || H(K4) ) )Pub key =
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When a new one-time public key Ki, is used… 


… give its authentication path to the root pub key (aka proof of membership)

K1

H(K1)

K2

H(K2)

K3

H(K3)

K4

H(K4)

H( H(K1) || H(K2) ) H( H(K3) || H(K4) )

H( H( H(K1) || H(K2) ) || H( H(K3) || H(K4) ) )Pub key =

Hash Crypto: From One-Time to Many-Time



PQC Performance
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From "Benchmarking Post-Quantum Cryptography in TLS” https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1447 

- Lattice-based

Isogeny-based
Elliptic curves (not post-quantum)

- Lattice-based
Zero-knowledge proof-based

https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1447
https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1447


Using PQC Today
Libraries, implementations, specifications (for TLS, IPsec), standards


See https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum 
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https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum#standardization-efforts
https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum#standardization-efforts


Conclusion
Quantum computers are not here yet, and nobody knows when they’ll be


Exciting research and engineering, but no practical value yet, beware the FUD 


Post-quantum crypto is being standardised and deployed, as an insurance


See learning resources on https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum 
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https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/will-quantum-computing-ever-live-up-to-its-hype/ 

https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum
https://github.com/veorq/awesome-post-quantum
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/will-quantum-computing-ever-live-up-to-its-hype/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/will-quantum-computing-ever-live-up-to-its-hype/


Thank you - ًشكرا

jp@taurusgroup.ch 

mailto:jp@taurusgroup.ch
mailto:jp@taurusgroup.ch

